“A human being is a part of the whole called by us universe, a part limited in time and space...“ – Einstein
Limitation has stayed in basic human nature along through all change and evolution our species has
gone through, it is a simple missconception of presence as a seperate one rather than a piece of a
whole. This is everpresent and more than obvious even in our nearest surroundings, limitation stands
strong against our track of thought rendering most blind. As complex as a human mind is, perspective in
thinking will always stay a difficulty for our basic understanding of the world around us. When set on a
task or stuck with a single goal, a human mind loses awareness of what’s beyond him, of the apsurdity
of linear thinking and complexity of what’s outside him.
As Einstein himself puts it this is but a delusion of a prison, and in many ways I agree. Put in simplest
terms a prison stands as a good representative of the mindset we set ourselves in, this mind state that
not only limits us in our personal growth but leaves us severed from what could be considered "normal
social interraction“. By this I mean the primal exchange of knowledge and emotion with another person,
a simple conversation or more. When our ego stands in place of reason how we perceive others and
understand the concept of solitude morphs, we start seeing our surroundings as an oppurtunity for
satisfaction, feeding into our personal needs or more precisely what we think our needs are.
It is a current of modern society and the capitalist system at power to switch focus to singular tasks in
exchange for profit, better income. What’s troubling is how often we miss something this apparent. We
are taught focus and concentration from an early age, the main goal being to limit our freedom of
thought so it better fits the needs of society we live in, yet many still miss the damage this causes. Little
change has been made to the way our educational systems work, the idea still being to categorize and
label. Here, is where the problem lies. We are perceived as machines, and as such stay discuraged from
oppinionated thought and expression, that being where our lack of freedom roots.
Einstein further states that our task must be to free ourselves of such thinking. Must being the choice of
word to accent the fatality of our illogical present views. Fatality in sense of end of progressive growth
and further evolution of consciousness. He mentions the widening of compassion, something that lacks
in most people’s attitudes towards life and others. One of the biggest mistakes a human can make is
falling under the influence of despair and dissapointment, from here only downspiral continues. The
irony and apsurdity of life is more than evident yet we only feed into the idea if we stand by the belief
that it’s there by meaningless. No matter our purpose or actual lack of one, it is on us to use the chances
we have, the chances we’re given, no matter how that may be. And one apparent illusion is the illusion of
solitude life. As social beings it is our primal need to interract and grow not only off of ourselves but
others, to connect, perceive and understand, concepts which often require insight of things outside us,
"bigger“ than us .
"We are all living togehter, even if most don’t act like it, we all have the same roots and we are all
branches of the same tree“ – Unknown
The only other choice we have is to stand in time, staying as we are, never reaching to anything greater,
and if I’m asked, there is no worse choice to be made .

